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1. Introduction

As decarbonization efforts intensify in a world in which climate action proceeds at different speeds, two types of spillover effects will increasingly determine success in achieving emission reductions consistent with international commitments and the recommendations of climate science.

First, climate policies that seek to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions by mandating their reduction or increasing their cost can give rise to a negative spillover effect known as emissions leakage, which describes the relocation of emissive production and consumption activities from regions implementing such carbon constraints to regions with weaker climate policies. Left unchecked, emissions leakage not only threatens to limit or reverse the benefits of climate action, but it can also undermine political support for further decarbonization efforts and give rise to equity concerns. Existing safeguards against emissions leakage face serious shortcomings, calling for additional policy solutions to address this negative spillover.

Second, low-carbon technology research, development and deployment help lower the cost of these technologies and promote their global diffusion, a positive spillover effect. As low-carbon technologies reach cost parity with incumbent technologies, their adoption becomes less dependent on the stringency of domestic climate policies, which in turn limits emissions leakage caused by uneven climate policy efforts. Low-carbon technology diffusion depends on a dramatic increase in investment, however, at a time when persistent budget deficits, record levels of public debt, and rising interest rates threaten to widen the climate finance gap. Consequently, policy innovations are also called for to scale up low-carbon technology investment, especially from the private sector.

A policy innovation introduced in this article, supply-side crediting, can help mitigate emissions leakage while promoting low-carbon technology diffusion. It provides a revenue stream for the permanent decommissioning of economically viable fossil fuel reserves, thereby increasing global fossil fuel prices and unlocking investment in the development and deployment of low-carbon technologies. In other words, supply-side crediting leverages positive spillover effects while limiting negative spillover effects.

In the remainder of this article, the negative and positive spillover effects mentioned above are discussed in greater detail, along with the potential role of supply-side crediting in managing spillover effects. Section 2 defines emissions leakage and its accompanying challenges, and also describes the inherent weaknesses of leakage safeguards deployed to date. It continues by affirming the importance of supply-side approaches, and explores a possible design for a supply-side crediting mechanism. Section 4 proceeds to discuss the importance of low-carbon technology diffusion and its reliance on scaled investment. Highlighting the persistent climate finance gap, it describes the potential role of supply-side crediting in unlocking private sector investment in low-carbon technologies, such as carbon dioxide removals, to accelerate the technological learning curve and thereby promote their diffusion. Section 5 concludes.
2. Negative Spillovers and Climate Policy: The Challenge of Emissions Leakage

2.1 Carbon Constraints and the Risk of Emissions Leakage

In a world in which the Paris Agreement allows countries to move at heterogeneous speeds of decarbonization, and international trade allows capital, ideas, and goods and services to travel across jurisdictional borders, emissions leakage becomes an increasingly serious challenge as individual jurisdictions seek to leverage policies that mandate reductions in, or impose a cost on, greenhouse gas emissions. Collectively, these policies will be referred to as “carbon constraints” in the remaining article.

When subject to such constraints, emissions related to production and consumption tend to shift from countries with higher production and consumer costs to countries with lower production and consumer costs. Where this shift is induced by an asymmetry of carbon constraints, it reflects a process known as “emissions leakage.”

Emissions leakage occurs when mitigation measures implemented in one country or region lead to increased emissions in other countries or regions (IPCC 2022). Formally, it can be defined as the “increase in ... emissions outside the countries taking domestic mitigation action divided by the reduction in the emissions of these countries” (IPCC 2007). Three channels of emissions leakage have been identified in the literature, of which two are related to trade in goods and the third is related to changes in global energy prices (Ward et al. 2015).

 Leakage related to trade in goods occurs when climate policy results in production cost increases that undermine the comparative advantage of the implementing country in line with the “pollution haven” hypothesis (Pethig 1976; Siebert 1977). Sometimes referred to as “direct leakage”, it manifests itself through two channels that differ in terms of their temporal dimension: an operational (or short-term competitiveness) channel that incurs relocation of production and lost market share, and an investment (or long-term competitiveness) channel resulting when investment in new production capacity and maintenance is redirected abroad in expectation of higher returns (Antweiler, Copeland, and Taylor 2001; Kuik and Gerlagh 2003).

 Under the third emissions leakage channel, which is related to global energy markets and is therefore sometimes referred to as “indirect leakage”, decreased demand for fossil fuels in regions with more stringent carbon constraints exerts downward pressure on global fossil fuel prices, stimulating uptake in regions with lower climate ambition (Bohm 1993; Felder and Rutherford 1993; Fischer and Fox 2012).

 As such, emissions leakage represents a negative spillover effect that undermines the benefits of unilateral climate action taken at the domestic or regional level because emissions merely shift geographically rather than being actually reduced. In extreme cases, climate action may even lead to a net increase in global emissions when production and consumption relocate to regions with greater relative carbon intensity (Hoel 1991; 1994).

 So far, however, evidence of leakage induced purely by decarbonization policies is scarce, owing in large part to the modest ambition of past climate action (Aldy and Pizer 2015; Dechezleprêtre and Sato 2017). Much of the empirical research has focused on the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), which imposes a carbon price on energy-intensive and trade-exposed sectors such as cement or ferrous and non-ferrous
metals. There, too, low price levels and extensive measures to protect the competitiveness of industry have limited emissions leakage effects to date (Branger, Quirion, and Chevallier 2016; Dechezleprêtre, Nachtigall, and Venmans 2023; Verde 2020).

As climate policies become more stringent in line with committed decarbonization pathways, however, the impact of emissions leakage is expected to grow (Branger and Quirion 2014; Carbone and Rivers 2017). Some projections of future emissions relocation anticipate leakage rates well in excess of 100% (Babiker 2005). More importantly, the challenges associated with emissions leakage also arise when emissions are displaced for reasons other than asymmetrical climate policies, such as relatively more favorable factor endowments reflected in lower costs of labor, energy, and raw materials. A protectionist bias observed in the trade policy of most countries amplifies emission transfers through international trade, with higher import tariffs and non-tariff barriers applied to downstream industries relative to more carbon-intensive basic materials that serve as inputs for these industries (Shapiro 2021).

Negative spillover effects from emissions relocation, in other words, extend well beyond the channels of climate policy-induced emissions leakage described above, adding to the urgency of a solution. Already, an estimated 20-25% of global emissions are emissions released at different stages of the supply chain of goods traded across national borders, from the extraction and transportation of resources to refining, processing, and assembly of the finished product (Davis and Caldeira 2010; Hasanbeigi and Darwili 2022). As decarbonization accelerates in many parts of the world, the share of emissions embodied in traded goods is likely to increase as a percentage of declining overall emissions (Wood et al. 2020). Again, the resulting disparity between where production emissions occur and where the resulting goods are ultimately consumed may not be exclusively or even primarily caused by climate policies, yet it still has important policy implications, from the limited ability to regulate emissions beyond sovereign control to difficult questions about the attribution of emissions and responsibility for their mitigation.

When carbon-intensive production is outsourced to regions with no or lower climate policy standards, and the products – often more carbon-intensive than those originally produced domestically – are subsequently imported to meet demand in the outsourcing countries (Levinson 2010), accountability for the emissions associated with these products shifts under international emissions accounting rules. If goods are produced outside the country in which they are consumed, the embodied emissions are not counted towards the emission inventory of that country (IPCC 2006).

As a result of this accounting loophole, countries can claim progress towards their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) despite having only shifted the geographic incidence of emissions. Countries such as Switzerland or Singapore, for instance, already import goods associated with greater emissions than they generate domestically, and most advanced economies import emissions corresponding to between one and two thirds of their territorial greenhouse gas emissions (Karstensen, Peters, and Andrew 2018). Emissions displacement from such relocation effects also gives rise to another equity concern: historically, production has tended to shift from countries with higher production costs and more advanced environmental policies to countries with lower production costs and less stringent environmental policies. If this trend and related trade patterns persist, affluent countries will increasingly be able to meet decarbonization targets by outsourcing emissions-intensive activities to less affluent regions, not only burdening these with the
formal responsibility for associated emissions, but also causing them to suffer greater local impacts such as natural resource depletion, air and water pollution, and the related health effects.

Climate policies that mandate a reduction in emissions or increase their cost thus threaten to repeat a pattern of “burden shifting” witnessed with air pollution policies in the 1970s, when increasingly stringent pollution controls in Europe and other advanced economies shifted both air pollution and the associated health impacts to developing countries while absolute pollution levels increased around the globe (Kanemoto et al. 2014). They also risk exacerbating a pattern of overconsumption by wealthy countries of the resources extracted in developing countries, where policy safeguards tend to be weaker and demand-side constraints could accelerate extraction (Chichilnisky 1994).

Finally, emissions spillovers are not only an environmental and moral problem: they also pose a significant political challenge, because the relocation of production and investment is accompanied by a loss of economic benefits, including investment and employment, along with a deteriorating trade balance and reduction in fiscal revenue. Concerns about emissions leakage and the underlying competitiveness impacts are therefore regularly cited as an obstacle to greater climate policy ambition (World Bank 2019). Conversely, the possibility of leakage can incentivize countries to defer or reverse climate action as a way to strengthen their competitive advantage (Beccherle and Tirole 2011). Political economy considerations are critical to the successful adoption of policies for deep decarbonization, and the policy innovation described later in this article can also improve support for climate action by altering the incentive structure facing key stakeholders in the energy economy. [Cross-Reference]

2.2 Addressing Emissions Leakage: Demand- and Supply-Side Options

Over 80% of global greenhouse gas emissions result from the production and use of fossil fuels (IPCC 2022), with displacement of fossil fuels and energy-intensive industrial production – as explained in the previous section – likewise representing the primary channels of emissions leakage. With regard to fossil fuels, climate policies can be broadly classified as demand-side approaches that directly target their consumption, and supply-side approaches that directly target their production (Prest 2022). As the following subsections will show, emissions leakage related to fossil fuels can be addressed both downstream at the level of fossil fuel consumption as well as upstream at the level of fossil fuel production, with important implications for the effectiveness of such efforts.

2.2.1 Demand-Side Options

Theoretically the optimal way to prevent emissions leakage from climate policy asymmetries, concerted action on carbon constraints – for instance through pursuit of a globally harmonized carbon price (Parry, Black, and Roaf 2021; Weitzman 2014) or sectoral decarbonization agreements (Meckling and Chung 2009; Rossetto 2023) – has proven politically elusive. Since its earliest origins, the architecture of international climate cooperation has charted an uneven trajectory to accommodate vastly different national circumstances and heterogeneous action, culminating in the decentralized Paris Agreement (Höhne et al. 2017; S. Rayner 2010).
Whenever jurisdictions have introduced carbon constraints, they have therefore typically been forced to blunt the effects of these policies with exemptions, rebates or other measures aimed at mitigating the economic burden imposed on sensitive sectors or vulnerable constituencies. Under most existing emissions trading systems, for instance, energy-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) industries competing in global markets receive a majority of the allowances needed for compliance free of cost, a leakage safeguard known as “free allocation” (Antoci et al. 2022).

While such policy options have proven effective at counteracting emissions leakage, they have done so at the expense of muted abatement incentives and thus reduced climate benefits (Neuhoff et al. 2015), in some cases generating windfall profits (Sijm, Neuhoff, and Chen 2006) or incentivizing changes in production to increase benefits (Fischer and Fox 2007; Branger et al. 2015). More importantly, such exemptions and rebates, which defer or shift the burden of emissions abatement, are incompatible with deep decarbonization, in which all segments of the economy have to ultimately phase out or alternatively compensate their emissions. As a result, traditional safeguards against emissions leakage are increasingly seen as temporary solutions that will have to be abandoned in the near to medium term (Jakob 2021).

An alternative leakage safeguard that is finding increased discussion are border carbon adjustments (BCAs), which are trade-related policy instruments that can alleviate emissions leakage by extending a domestic carbon constraint to imported goods, sometimes in combination with relief for exported goods through an exemption from, or credit for, the same domestic carbon constraints (Condon and Ignaciuk 2013; Ismer and Neuhoff 2007; going back to Markusen 1975). While BCAs are most often thought of as a way to offset the leakage risk of carbon pricing, extending compliance obligations to the foreign production of imported goods – for instance technology and performance standards – follows the same logic of leveling the burden facing domestic and foreign producers.

As such, these approaches implement the destination principle which stipulates that fiscal or regulatory burdens on goods should be imposed by the jurisdiction in which they are ultimately consumed to safeguard trade neutrality (GATT 1970). Increasing unilateralism, more aggressive deployment of trade sanctions and accelerating stringency of climate policy commitments have contributed to a surge in the political discussion of BCAs (Mehling et al. 2018).

Among current efforts to introduce a BCA, the decision by the EU to introduce a CBAM on imports of six product categories – cement, iron and steel, aluminum, fertilizer, hydrogen and electricity – has received the most attention (European Union 2023). Other jurisdictions are likewise exploring the introduction of a BCA, including Canada (Canada 2021), the United Kingdom (United Kingdom 2022), and the United States, where several bills have been introduced in Congress to impose compliance obligations on imported goods even in the absence of a domestic carbon price (Coons and Peters 2021; Whitehouse 2022). At the subnational level, California has applied a BCA to electricity imports under its emissions trading system since 2013, requiring deliverers of electricity – regardless of geographic origin – to purchase and surrender allowances for the emissions released during its generation (California 2010; Pauer 2018).

Although conceptually appealing as a way to correct asymmetries in climate action and avert emissions leakage, BCAs introduce substantial uncertainties and costs in their practical implementation. Because they condition market access to the carbon intensity of goods,
they risk violating the principle of non-discrimination enshrined in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) as well as other treaties administered by the World Trade Organization (WTO).

A prudent approach to BCA design and implementation improves the prospects of compliance with free trade disciplines (Mehling et al. 2019), yet influential scholars have cautioned that a breach of treaty obligations – and thus a protracted and costly trade conflict – might nonetheless be difficult to avoid (Bacchus 2021; Quick 2020). Indeed, important trade partners of the EU, including China and India, have already raised questions about the CBAM before the WTO (Bermingham 2023; Law 2023).

BCAs are also politically controversial. Domestically, the cohesion and political determination of jurisdictions pursuing the introduction of BCAs will be tested by divergent stakeholder preferences regarding their purpose and design (Buylova et al. 2022). Political support may also erode due to concern about the inflationary impacts of BCAs on raw material inputs and consumer goods. Internationally, BCAs have been accused of serving as a pretext for economic protectionism by advanced economies to the detriment of their global trading partners (Holmes, Reilly, and Rollo 2011; Quick 2011).

For least developed countries (LDCs), BCAs could limit market access and potentially increase poverty levels by curtailing a source of income and employment, adding an equity dimension and prompting calls for geographic differentiation or country exemptions (Brandi 2013; Lowe 2021; UNCTAD 2021; Zimmer and Holzhausen 2020). Welfare estimations suggest that BCAs would thus exacerbate existing income inequalities by changing the terms of trade and further shifting the burden of emissions abatement from developed to developing countries (Böhringer, Carbone, and Rutherford 2018; Eicke et al. 2021; Perdana and Vielle 2022).

International surveys have unsurprisingly affirmed mostly negative views of proposed BCAs (Bergin et al. 2021), with ministers of major emerging economies expressing “grave concern regarding the proposal for introducing trade barriers, such as unilateral carbon border adjustment” (BASIC 2021). Political opposition from trade partners is not limited to developing countries, however, and may equally originate from more advanced economies (Overland and Sabyrbekov 2022).

At the diplomatic level, unilateral application of BCAs could thus undermine prospects for multilateral climate cooperation, including sensitive negotiations under the UNFCCC and Paris Agreement. Coordinated action on BCAs – for instance as part of a ‘climate club’ of like-minded countries (Nordhaus 2015) – may help avert some confrontations (Sawyer and Gignac 2022), yet faces its own political obstacles, as evidenced by the failure to include BCAs in a recent statement on climate clubs adopted by the Group of Seven (G7 2022), an option previously advanced by the German G7 Presidency (Germany 2021). Even between Europe and the U.S., agreement on efforts to introduce a joint BCA on imported steel and aluminum has proven elusive (Moens and Overly 2023).

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, BCAs pose daunting administrative and technical challenges (Böhringer et al. 2022). They require extensive data and a detailed understanding of production processes beyond the sovereign jurisdiction of implementing countries, incurring new administrative burdens and transaction costs (Felbermayr and Peterson 2020; Kortum and Weisbach 2017), and potentially straining the capacities of foreign producers to accurately quantify and report their emissions intensities. Resorting to benchmark or default values can alleviate some of these burdens (Persson 2010), but risks
blunting the effectiveness of BCAs and compromising their alignment with international trade law (Mehling and Ritz 2023).

Altogether, BCAs are highly vulnerable to circumvention through adjusted trade flows in the form of resource shuffling or transshipment and strategic policy responses, such as export subsidies to restore the competitive advantage of affected producers. Displacement and substitution effects in third countries could entail production shifting from sectors subject to a BCA to those excluded from its scope (Golombek, Hagem, and Hoel 1995; Hoel 1996), producer reorganization to divest from polluting facilities, or product modification and processing to exceed covered value chain thresholds (Zachmann and McWilliams 2020).

While jurisdictions implementing BCAs can try to identify and counteract circumvention practices, the empirical record of economic and financial sanctions suggests that these require, at best, continuous adaptation to evasive action, and at worst backfire against those deploying them (Demarais 2022). Similarly, trade remedies aimed at correcting international trade distortions, such as countervailing and antidumping duties, are routinely circumvented by those to whom they apply (Forganni and Reed 2019). In the only example of a BCA operationalized to date, the Californian inclusion of imported electricity in its emissions trading system, research suggests widespread deployment of avoidance practices, essentially negating the environmental benefits from including electricity imports (Bushnell, Chen, and Zaragoza-Watkins 2014; Caron, Rausch, and Winchester 2015).

Overall, thus, demand-side solutions to emissions leakage that seek to level asymmetrical carbon constraints – either by offering relief to domestic emitters subject to compliance obligations, or by extending those obligations to foreign products and services - are either incompatible with global decarbonization or encumbered by legal, political, ethical, and technical complexities that jeopardize their successful implementation, calling for additional policy solutions to address this negative spillover.

3. Supply-Side Options

In view of the limitations facing demand-side solutions to emissions leakage, research early on affirmed the need for complementary supply-side policies (Markusen 1975). More recent literature has affirmed that any optimal solution to emissions leakage requires a combined deployment of demand- and supply-side elements (Green and Denniss 2018; Prest 2022; Weisbach et al. 2022).

In this strand of scholarship, supply-side interventions that target fossil fuel production offer a complementary approach to counteracting the emissions leakage risk of demand-side measures (Harstad 2012; Sinn 2012; going back to Bohm 1993). Constraining the global supply of fossil fuels through supply-side measures would effectively counteract emissions leakage by increasing the cost of fossil fuels across all jurisdictions, its proponents argue, thereby disincentivizing emissions everywhere and not just in the implementing jurisdiction.

As with demand-side interventions, the optimal approach would entail global coordination on fossil fuel supply restrictions (T. Rayner 2021). Such coordination could take the form of an agreement on the managed decline of fossil fuel production (Asheim et al. 2019), as exemplified by proposals for a fossil fuel non-proliferation treaty (Newell and Simms 2020), plurilateral ‘club’ approaches (van Asselt and Newell 2022), or extending fossil fuel producer responsibility with a mandated ‘carbon takeback obligation’ (Jenkins et
al. 2021; 2023), but the political barriers are again significant (T. Rayner 2021). Failure to agree even on modest language on an aspirational phase out of fossil fuels at recent climate negotiations (Green and van Asselt 2022) suggests that any mandatory or coordinated approaches will remain elusive in the current political context.

A voluntary supply-side crediting mechanism based on the non-extraction of economically viable fossil fuel reserves, by contrast, would not depend on a political mandate or consensus between sovereign nations. Supply-side crediting generates a revenue stream to incentivize the permanent decommissioning of economically viable fossil fuel reserves so that these remain undeveloped, avoiding the greenhouse gas emissions that would have been released if these fuels were extracted, processed, distributed, and finally combusted (Welsby et al. 2021). By tightening fossil fuel supplies, supply-side crediting increases fossil fuel prices, exerting downward pressure on fossil fuel demand and thus on emissions.

Given supply elasticities, higher prices may stimulate increased fossil fuel production elsewhere, partly offsetting the emission reductions from forgoing extraction of a particular reserve (Dwyer 2022). Still, such leakage effects are limited by constraints on available infrastructure, differences in crude composition, and the timeline of new investments, with increasingly sophisticated economic analyses allowing calculation of expected leakage rates so that only net avoided emissions are credited (Schaufele 2021).

Avoided emissions can be quantified and credited using proven engineering methodologies to determine mine or well productivity and the size of fossil fuels reserves shut in with each decommissioned field (Jing et al. 2020; Masnadi et al. 2018). Because entire fields would be shut down, with existing wells plugged, capped, and abandoned, surface equipment removed, and land reclaimed, remaining reserves would typically lose economic viability.

Climate benefits from retired fossil fuel reserves are immediate, unlike alternative solutions such as biogenic carbon capture and sequestration, which take years to scale up and absorb carbon to achieve their full mitigation potential. That matters, because it helps prevent new investment in fossil fuel production assets and thereby reduces carbon lock-in effects (Seto et al. 2016). That, in turn, can help lower the risk – and economic cost – of future stranded assets (Semieniuk et al. 2022).

Supply-side crediting incentivizes and rewards avoided emissions, thereby offering greater transparency and permanence as well as greater climate benefits than removal credits due to the non-linear climate-carbon cycle (Zickfeld et al. 2021). By prioritizing the most emissive resources first, such as unconventional heavy oil (Masnadi et al. 2018), supply-side crediting also achieves greater cost-effectiveness than alternative policy options.

Its voluntary, project-based approach distinguishes it from large-scale and highly politicized efforts such as the failed Yasuni-ITT initiative, in which Ecuador would have been compensated for not exploiting the Ishpingo Tamboococha Tiputini (ITT) oilfields in the Amazon Region (Sovacool and Scarpaci 2016), or top-down mandates such as the aforementioned ‘carbon takeback obligation’ that are unlikely to find sufficient support.

Like other forms of crediting, supply-side crediting needs to adhere to the procedural and material requirements of existing offset crediting standards, including independent third-party verification as well as a requirement that emission reductions be permanent and additional. Permanence can be ensured through legal commitments – such as conservation easements, land trusts or transfer of title – and physical interventions that guarantee the
irreversibility of the resource retirement. Additionality would be secured through established methods to identify fossil fuel reserves that are economically viable under a wide range of fossil fuel and carbon price scenarios. Credits would only be issued as long as the decommissioned field is, and remains, profitable during the crediting period. With such a design, this approach would yield credits that help meet demand and provide liquidity in undersupplied carbon markets (Shell and BCG 2023).

Unlike support policies that target specific technologies, suffer from information asymmetries and create inframarginal incentives, supply-side crediting relies on market forces to identify the resources whose retirement offers the greatest marginal benefit to society. Should this mechanism be deployed at a scale that could have equity impacts on entire regions or countries, it might require some criteria to guide the distribution of projects (Sanchez and Linde 2023). It could be designed in a way that revenue is channeled into efforts to ensure a just transition, defraying worker relocation and retraining expenses, but also enabling some of the rents from decarbonization to accrue to developing countries that depend on energy resources for their economic advancement (Richter, Mendelevitch, and Jotzo 2018).

4. Positive Spillovers and Climate Policy: Investing in Low-Carbon Technology

4.1 Cost Parity of Low-Carbon Technologies to Prevent Leakage

Meaningful climate action requires overcoming daunting technological, economic and political challenges. Only once clean technology alternatives are available across all sectors and have reached cost parity while providing the same amenities as conventional technologies will decarbonization be driven by the market, and become independent from unpredictable political cycles.

While technological advances and growing maturity of supply chains have brought such cost parity within reach for decarbonization of electricity generation and, in the near-to medium term, for transportation, critical technologies in other sectors such as industry and land use, including carbon removal technologies such as direct air capture, are either not available at commercial scale or still in early stages of commercialization, in all cases with significantly higher cost than conventional alternatives.

Driving down the costs of these technologies will be critical for large-scale uptake. Innovation in low-carbon technologies and the provision of related network infrastructure are both costly, however, and create benefits to society that are not priced into their delivery. Known as a positive externality (Gillingham and Stock 2018; Jaffe, Newell, and Stavins 2005), this inability to capture private returns that reflect the full value of innovation and network infrastructure prevents optimal investment in research and deployment of low-carbon technologies (Gallagher, Holdren, and Sagar 2006; Margolis and Kammen 1999), as well as in infrastructure needed by some technologies to scale up and reach commercial maturity (Li et al. 2017).

Technology support policies such as fiscal subsidies, technology mandates or targeted public procurement can exert both a supply push and demand pull for low-carbon technologies, accelerating the technology learning curve to a point where learning by doing and economies of scale effects – reflected in deepening supply chains, growing competition,
and managerial, regulatory and engineering optimization – bring down their cost (Kavlak, McNerney, and Trancik 2018; Nemet 2019; Ziegler, Song, and Trancik 2021).

They suffer from a number of limitations, however, such as targeting inframarginal activities and failing to equalize abatement costs, information and information asymmetries that lead to compensation of inferior solutions, and lowering the cost of energy resulting in rebound effects. Because they commit public resources and risk exacerbating inflationary pressures, they can also be politically vulnerable in a context of high levels of public debt, persistent structural budget deficits, rising interest rates and monetary tightening, as well as challenging demographic trends. Additional tools are therefore called for to generate revenue for low-carbon technology investment without competing for scarce public funds.

4.2 Catalyzing Low-Carbon Investment with Supply-Side Credits

Experience with the technology cost decline in renewable energy technologies has shown that the single most important factor in bringing down the cost of clean technologies is their deployment at scale (Nemet 2019), which requires activating multiple levers – such as incentives and lowered regulatory barriers – but ultimately depends on scaling up stable investment flows. Estimates of annual incremental investment required across sectors to ensure achievement of the temperature stabilization goal of the Paris Agreement and economy-wide net zero emissions in the second half of the century vary, but are all staggering in scale. According to a recent estimate, the economic transformation needed to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050 requires US$ 9.2 trillion in annual average spending on physical assets, an increase of US$ 3.5 trillion over current levels (Krishnan et al. 2022). Other estimates confirm the scale of incremental investment to achieve committed climate objectives (IEA 2021; IPCC 2018; 2022). Where assessments of clean technology finance unanimously concur is in their diagnosis of a significant investment gap (Naran et al. 2022).

With public budgets strained by debt-financed recovery and stimulus packages following the global COVID-19 pandemic, geopolitical tensions shifting public resources to competing priorities and directing resources to more rather than less hydrocarbon extraction, and inflationary pressures prompting rising interest rates and tighter monetary policies in the near to medium term, an important source of clean technology investment – public spending – already faces new constraints even in the industrialized world. Given the high perceived risk attributed to early-stage technologies, as well as political and regulatory risk in many parts of the world, however, financing sources other than debt and equity at market conditions will remain vital to accelerate private sector investment in clean technologies, a role normally played by public finance through grants, concessional loans, and credit guarantees.

Revenue from the sale of supply-side credits can unlock a new source of investment capital to help narrow the clean technology investment gap, lower risk for investors in early-stage clean technologies, and mobilize technical expertise, infrastructure and human capital relevant to clean technology commercialization. Adequate incentive structures and a robust governance framework would have to be established to ensure that these resources flow towards uses amplifying climate benefits.
5. Conclusions

As shown in this paper, supply-side crediting offers an innovative addition to the climate policy toolbox that can help address two spillover effects that will prove critical to rapid decarbonization of the global economy. Supply-side crediting can counteract emissions leakage caused by carbon constraints such as carbon pricing, a phenomenon that increasingly threatens to undermine climate policy efforts in a world of asymmetrical climate action. Additionally, it can catalyze investment in innovation and deployment of low-carbon technologies that are critical to decarbonization across all sectors of the economy, such as carbon removal technologies. Further research is warranted to better understand the political economy of this policy innovation, and to identify implementation options and relevant governance requirements to ensure supply-side credits leverage a positive spillover effect – the diffusion of low-carbon technologies – to counteract the negative spillover effect of greenhouse gas emissions leakage.
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